
F.A.Q’s about  Professional Development Department’s  

 

The December 2019 CLE [Continuing Legal Education] Compliance Catalogues 

 

Q: What does CLE mean? 

 

A: CLE stands for Continuing Legal Education. 

 

Q: What is a CLE Compliance Catalogue? 

 

A: A catalogue that lists our CLE courses, and additional materials.  

 

Q: How often is a CLE Compliance Catalogue published? 

 

A: Our CLE Compliance Catalogues are only published for December compliance, April compliance, and August compliance      

periods. Volume refers to the sequential year version, and number refers to the compliance period; number 1 means April, number 2 

means August, and number 3 means December. It is edited by the Professional Development Department and produced by the Art & 

Creative Department. It is distributed and marketed by the Events Department. Content is provided by Management Consulting   

Department, Technical Consulting Department, International Consulting Department, Professional Development Department, Events 

Department, and others as noted in the catalogue.  

 

Q: Where can I find a current compliance period CLE Catalogue? 

 

A: Only at our website in CLE section located at: 

 

     www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html 

 

Q: What are PREVIEW CLE Catalogues? 

 

A: A preview catalogue has basic information about CLE’s but is  not complete. A preview has future materials but often not the 

CLE courses offered at the compliance period, does not include the specific venues, dates and times. Previews are  updated over time 

until the full version when classes are listed on www.pacle.org board site. 

 

Q: What is a full CLE Compliance Catalogue? 

 

A: A CLE Compliance catalogue has all the courses and additional materials. 

 

Q: How much is a CLE Compliance Catalogue? 

 

A: While it costs money to produce, we and thru our advertisers,  provide it to the legal community for courtesy. 

 

Q: What is an Attendee CLE Compliance Catalogue? 

 

A: An Attendee CLE Catalogue has the materials that the full catalogue does not. This includes materials only offered to lawyers 

attending CLEs and not sold separately. 

 

Q: Can I buy an Attendee CLE catalogue 

 

A: NO.  

 

Q: Will the materials in attendee catalogue every be available to  non attendees? 

 

A: Depends, Some items may, but others items may not over time. 

 

Q: Can anyone advertise in the CLE Compliance Catalogues? 

 

A: Advertising is handled by the Events Department. Contact them for details. 
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